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In a recent note Sarti-Fantoni' has discussed the effect of deuter-
ationOnthe factor group splitting in the lowest excited singlet state
of crystalline naphthalene. There are two tentative explanations
for the origin of this splitting, one favoring' higher transition
multipole moment couplings, the other suggesting the interaction
of nearby charge transfer states with the lowest excited singlet. 3

Goodagreement is obtained with experiment in both cases. In the
first case, both octupole moment parameters are used to fit the
spectrum, while in the second case, the position of the first charge
transfer state relative to the excited singlet state is used to fit the
spectrum. Because in perdeuteronaphthalene the difference in the
eXCitationenergy from the ground state to the first excited state
(~band) is 118crn" larger than the corresponding transition in the
perhydro compound" and since the explanation of the splitting
IIlvoking charge transfer states requires close proximity of the
charge transfer state to the ~-band Sarti-Fantoni has suggested
that there should be a detectable chango in the splitting on deuter-
ation due to the quoted change in zero-point energy. In partICular,
he states that a 15 cm-1 shift in the difference (8) between the
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charge transfer state and the o: band can produce a messu
change in splitting.
We find that when the calculation is performed" usingrib

states in the weak coupling model," 5 a 20 om" changein!
rise to a ~ 2% change in the splitting of the 0-0 bandand8 ~
change in the splitting of the 0-1 band (this calculation•. ,
formed with the 0-0 transition oithe charge transfer state 3111,
above the 0-0 transition of tIle" band '). Since theexpl'nlll'
splitting of the 0-0 transition in botll compounds' is 151!4
and that of the 0-1 transition is 28 ± 4 em>' in perh.vdronaphlh
and 26 ± 6 cm" in the perdeutero compound. we find that t
changss are within experimental error. With a 30 cm-I chan , m
we find the changes in the splittings are ~ 3 0'0 in the 0·0 tra'"
and 20 % in the 0-1 transition, agai11just within experimentalr
Sarti-Fan toni , has also mentioned tllat in the calculationofl

band structure using octupole moments, the lowest statl' 1/
band (E versus k) is tIle ac polarized k=0 state. Wefind the
state is lowest in the charge transfer calculation, and that th.
is flat (to within ~ 0·5 cm-I) along the direction J.: c '. Til
indirect experimental evidence for the k =0 state of the ae"
being the lowest state in the band."
W'e are not suggesting that the charge transfer state me<'

is correct or to be favored, only that the evidence i. ,tiJln'
elusive one way or the other. The calculation ofthe cha ,I
state interaction is crude and can onlv be eon,idcr('<l to 1
estimate of tlle effect. H;wever, we belle"e that thi, e ,,"'nAl
cannot be ruled out without tho performance offurthcre "ent
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4. One must keep ill mind thflt this Humher i...t' fn·,w"., II.. U
pa rod to tho totd I zC'r-o·poinl t'lIprpy (\1 hidl j~of tlr.' on' r o(_!.$(l~"'"
and that this numOt'1' is the ('htmJlt' IIPOIl dt'uh'rntl()fl of tIM- dltfl
ZCI'O point C'1IC'I'gy oftht" t'xcitt'd .stuh'tUid Iht" lrrUUJlf' (fit It ......"""...
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FAOTOR GROUP SPLITTING 387 IVibraUOll iii changed in frequency. It is impossible at present to estimate
rhallge in zero point energy of the charge transfer state upon deuter-

allon.
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